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Louise Shelton To Play
For Autumn Ball Series

Kinard Will Head
Clemson Blue Key

First All-Girl Band
To Be At Field House
On November 15-16

CHARLES BRENDLER, USN

US Nayy Band To
Appear Here
On October 31
For the first time since 1941,
the United States Na<vy Band
under the baton of Lieutenant
Charles Brendler will appear at
Clemson on the night of October 31 in the Clemson College
Field House with the concert beginning at 8:00 p. m. This concert is the second of five on the
Clemson Concert Series.
With the largest number ever
listed on its entourage, more than
fifty musicians and seven soloists,
the band is making a tour of fifteen southeastern states and more
than fifty ciies.
The band, which is heard regularly over the National Broadcasting and Mutual systems, will
present a variety program
of
nearly two hours. The numbers
will include variations on Ameriran Folk Songs, modern American Melodies, and
outstanding
classical and symphonic band arrangements.
Lieutenant Brendler, U. S. N.,
Conductor, who enlisted in the
Navy at the age of fifteen, has
been in the service for thirtythree years with all but four
of them spent in connection with
the Navy Band. In 1937 he became assistant leader and in 1942
was apopinted leader by the late
Frank Knox, Secretary of
the
Navy.
All regularly enrolled students
will be admitted without charge
but the student must
identify
himself by showing his Clemson
Athletic Card.
Ushers for the concert will be
the members of Mu Beta Psi,
National Honorary Musical Fraternity, with the seating arrangements being the same as in the
previous concert.
< I ■ l>

Deadline Misses
Senior Elections
—♦—
Through no fault of The
Tiger or of Senior Class
Election Manager
"Yank"
Jansson, there is no mention
made in this issue of the new
Senior Class officers elected
last Friday.
It is requested that in the
future, presidents and leaders of student organizations
hold elections and appointments at such time to enable
The Tiger to cover them.
Tentative plans call for a
bi-weekly publication of The
Tiger, ready for distribution
on Mondays. It will be necessary that all eopy be in the
Tiger office by Wednesday
evening preceding Monday of
publication.

Louise Shelton and her seventeen piece all girl orchestra is
scheduled to play for Autumn Ball
on November 15-16, Bob Potter,
publicity manager for the Central Dance Association announced today. Miss Shelton's orchestra has been organized from a
group of girls who made up the
Betty McGuire Band of a few
years ago.
Definitely of the finer type of
orchestra, Miss Shelton will bring
to Clemson something new in the
line of dance bands. Never before in the history of the college
has the CDA been able to. bring
an all girl orchestra to play for
Clemson's dancing population
Fighting against a $500 deficit,
the CDA expects to nullify this
loss by bringing TO Clemson this
outstanding semi- nationally
known group of musicians.
"A ratio of plenty of
slow
music against a satisfactory number of jive numbers will definitely be set for this dance," Potter
said.
Tentative scheduled for future
dances to be sponsored by "the
CDA is as follows: Military Ball
on Dec. 13-14, Mid-Winters on
Feb. 7-8, Junior-Senior on March
14-15, Taps Ball on April 18-19
and Finals on May 23-24.
m i » i w

'Clemson's roads were made by
pigs and cows."
—Col. Thackston
• • •
"Someone might give everyone
in this room a million dollars;
someone might want more, and it
might be me."
—"Doc" Ward
* * *
"You can't beat the races."
—Prof. "Frog" Ware
"The only reason the Yankee;
won the war is that we ran ou'
of bullets before they ran out oi
men."
—Lt. Col. Crosby
* • •
"Don't call on the Lord; He
didn't have anything to do with
it."
—Prof. "E-square" Waite
• * »
"I will give you an 'A' if you
will read The New York Times
every day for the rest of your
life."
—Doc. Crouch

Glee Club Meets
To Reorganize
With an estimated sixty-man
torn/out, the Clemson
College
Glee Club met in the College
\uditorium on the night of October 15 in order to reactivate the
-irganization after a lapse of three
years.
A six-man steering committee
was elected to guide the club
during the next two or three weeks
until permanent officers can be
elected. Those on the committee
ire R. N. Crowe, of Greenwood;
O. A. Beach, of Columbia;
Francis Hutto, of Jacksonville);
Marion A. Park, of Columbia;
^dwin A. Freeman, of Clemson;
?nd E. Harrison Rhame, of Sumt-

Dr. B. O. Williams (left), head of the Sociology Department of the University of Georgia, stands
by an oil painting of the late W. S. Morrison, Professor of Mathematics at Clemson, with President R. F. Poole (right). Dr. Williams, a self-made artist, painted the portrait himself and has
presented it to Dr. Poole.

Reorganized Tiger Staff Takes On
Duties For Current Publication

Corps For Publicity
"The New R. O- T. C",
a recently published, widely
dissemenated War Department pictorial bulletin, features on its cover a photograph of the Clemson Corps
of Cadets, on parade on Bowman Field.
This Picture, taken by Robert Hufjford, '43, in 1940,
shows the more than 2,000
men in the Corps at a full
dress parade and is of unusual
composition and beauty.
"The New R. O. T. C." gives
the full story of future plans
in the training of Reserve Officers

YMCA Men Meet
Here Oct. 25-26
Student secretaries from colleges in the south will come to
Clemson for a three-day meeting
on October 25-26 with Mr. P. B.
Holtzendorff as host secretary.
H. B. Ingalls, Associate Secretary of the National YMCA,
will be the main speaker. Other
leaders in the talks and discussions will be Guy V. Aldrich, Executive Secretary of
Southern
Area YMCA; J. Wilson Smith,
North and South Carolina Secretary; and Henry T. Ware, Southern Regional Secretary.
This meeting, the first to be held
on Clemson campus will open
with a dinner Friday with Dr. D.
W. Daniel, Dean Emeritus
of
Clemson, as speaker. The meeting will close with the regular
church service at the Clemson
Methodist Church on
Sunday
morning.

Savannah Club Meets;
Plan Holiday Dance
—♦—

At a meeting held last Tuesday night plans wefe made for
the reorganization of the SavannahrOiemson Club, which suspended its activities in 1942.
Wade Seyle, Arts and Sciences
Senior, presided over the group
which unanimously favored resumption of the annual Christmas holiday dance.
The club,
which also includes 'students from
the Bluffton, Hardeeville, and
Ridgeland area, will elect permanent officers for the coming
year at the next meeting.

Jungleers Will Play
For Pre-Game Dance
—■»—

WORLD WIDE MAPS
More than 25,000 maps of all
over the world are being, deposited in the Clemson College Library by the Army Map Service,
Corps of Engineers. Clemson is
the only college in the state being a recipient of these maps.
They are arriving now and soon
will be catalogued and cased and
ready for student reference.

—♦—

—■*—
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By Their
TV o r d s

McKinnon, Collins and
Reasonover Elected
To Fill Other Posts

Tiger Platoon
To Drill At
Game Thursday

Annual Retreat
Has Twenty-two
Tiger Delegates Army Bulletin Uses
On October 11, 12, and 13, students from various colleges of
South Carolina met at Camp Long
at Aiken to participate in the annual Fall YMCA-YWCA Student
Training Conference. Ninety nine
students from eleven colleges, including twenty two delegates
from Clemson, were present.
Jack Reese, Arts and Sciences
Senior of Clemson from Columbia was President of the conference with Carolyn Pitts, Winthrop as Vice President; Ludie
Martin, Carolina, Secretary; and
Bill Smith, The Citadel, Treasurer.
Officers were elected for the
annual spring conference
and
were installed at the conclusion of
the conference. The new officers
are: Adelaide Best, Furman University, President; A. B. Carwile,
Agriculture Economics Senior of
Clemson from Abbeville,
Vice
President; Carisle Rast, Wofford,
Secretary; and John
Copeland,
Carolina, Treasurer.
The principal speaker was The
Rev. Wannamaker Hardin of
Clemson who spoke on the theme
"The Christian Task and
the
forward Look on the
College
Campus Today."
Other speakers included Ralph
Frost, General Secretary of the
University of Tennessee Y; Henry
Ware, Southern Region Secretary;
P. B. Holtzendorff, General Secretary Clemson YMCA;
Glenn
Massingale, Caplain of the University of South Carolina; J. Roy
Cooper, assistant sectretary
of
Clemson YMCA; Bill Blake, assistant secretary of The Citadel;
md Mr. and Mrs. Romain Smith,
directors of Carnp Long.
The program covered the problems of the various YMCA and
YWCA groups on each college
?ampus and a sugegsted set of
mswers to the problems was offered by the students present.
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A Pre-Game Dance will be
presented by the ColumbiaClemson Club at the Columbia
Township Auditorium on Oct.
23 with music being furnished by the Clemson Jungaleers.
The dance will last from
nine to one o'clock and tickets
will be $1.50 for one person
and $2.75 for a couple.

Clemson's crack unit, the Tiger
Platoon, is expected to "thrill the
crowd and steal the show" again
this year when it puts on an exhibition of fancy drill between
halves at the Clemson-Carolina
game in Columbia this Thursday
The platoon was organized in
Vie summer of 1943 to replace the
renowned, retiring Senior Platooon. In both of its performances
this semester under the leadership
of Warren "Rabbit" Owens, Electrical Engineering Senior
of
Rock Hill, it has proved its skill
and retained its fame.
On November 9th, the unit will
accompany the Tiger Team to
New Orleans to drill at the Tu"lane game. A drive has been
launched to raise money to finance this trip.
The final public exhibition here
at Clemson is planned for the
Furman game on Homecoming
week-end.
» ■ » ■ »

Thomas Named Head
Wesley Foundation
—♦—

Lewis P. Thomas,
Electrical
Engineering Senior of Dausville,
was elected President of Wesley
(Foundation to succeed. James A.
Smith who served during
the
summer semester.
The Council
met last Wednesday evening for
the purpose of electing officers
for the current semester.'
The Brigadiers, under the
The folowing students
were
able baton of Robert H. Mcelected to other offices: Sam
Elveen, pre medicine senior of
Foggart, Mechanical Engineering
Columbia, is re-organizing as
Senior of Charleston, Vice Presia dance band alter an inacdent in Charge of Sunday School;
tivity of three years, Claude
Robert B. Carpenter, Civil EngiJ. Hipp, Arts and Sciences
neering Senior ctf ThomasviUe,
handles the business end of
N. C , Vice President in Charge
the orchestra, as he did three
of Mid-Week Retreat; Bill Cox,
years ago.
Agricultural Economics Junior
The Brigadiers will
be
of Latta, Secretary; Lewis A.
ready for Thanksgiving and
Senn, Civil Engineering Junior
Christmas dances and
are
of Newberry, treasurer;
Henry
now being booked for many
Pittman, Jr., Chemistery Engispots in the southeast.
neering Senior JI Atlanta, Ga.,
Musicians who desire to try
Advisor to Veteran
Students;
out for The Brigadiers are
Henry N Black,
Agricultural
urged to contact the orchestra
Engineering Sophomore of Rufbusiness manager in
room
fin, Recreation; John G. Smith,
1019 for auditions.
Orangeburg, Refreshments; Robert F. Wiggins,
Education Sophomore of Mullins, Music; Dan
D. Pate, Jr., Arts and Sciences
Junior of Camden, Publicity.
The formal installation service
will be held during the morning, worship on Sunday, October
20th, by the Reverend WannaJim Tupper, Post Graduate maker Hardin and the Reverend
Architecture from Summerville, Claude Evans.
m i » i »
was elected Captain of Beta Sigma
Chi, low country social fraternity,
at an election held last Monday
night.
Other officers named were
First Mate John Whaley, Horti—♦—
culture junior- from
Rockville,
Fenwick
Murray,
Electrical EnSteward
William
Kennerjty,
Horticulture junior of Charles- gineering Senior, is now leading
ton, and Purser Cambridge Trott the newly organized SumterCivil Engineering junior
of Clemson Club for the 1946-47 session.
Charleston.
Other officers elected on OctoThis club is composed of students who live within a fifty mile ber 10 were J. W. Edens, viceAnimal
Husbandry
radius of Charleston, and at each president,
Christmas gives a dance in Senior; Henry Flowers, secretary,
Charleston to raise funds to give '47, Mechanical Engineering stua deserving, student a part schol- dent; Charles Penny, publicity diEngineering
arship his freshman year at Clem- rector, Mechanical
Freshman; and Billy - Broadwell,
son.
During the spring semester the Textile Chemistry Senior, treasuclub was organized and several rer
Plans have been made to have
new members were taken in at
"The Jungleleers" to play for a
that time.
dance to be held in Sumter on
* i » i »
Christmas Eve night.
BULLETIN
Successfully organized for sevIn a scheduled
meeting
eral years before 1942, it was
-Thursday Noon, the Clemson
disbanded until this year. At preVeterans Organization elected
sent, it consists of nearly 60 memLouis A Crawford, president,
bers. This club is to be chartered
Henry M. Reed, Vice-presiin order that it might become a
dent, James D. Bozard, secrepermanent organization on the
tary-treasurer, and Walter
L. Terrell, historian.
college campus.

Heads Elected; Other McElveen Reactivates
Staff Positions Are
Popular Brigadiers
Appointed By Editors
Edward L. B. Osborne, arts
and sciences senior of Hardeeville, has been elected to the editorship of The Tiger, a post he
vacated in 1943. H. Graham Reynolds, architeture junior of Columbia, and
Albert M. Henry,
arts and sciences senior of Clemson, have been elected associate
editors.
i The following is the tentative
staff as appointed by Osborne
and his two associates:
Edwin H. Rhyne, arts and sciences sophomore of Clemson,
managing editor; T. S. Fox, arts
and sciences junior of Charleston, news editor; Alfred Robinson, arts and sciences junior/ of
Easley, associate news editor:
Also William Kennerty, Horticulture junior of Charleston, feature editor; I. S. Slobodian, arts
and sciences senior of Plainfield,
N. J., associate feature editor;
John O. Lewis, Chemistry sophomore of Marion, publications
editor; James Austell, textile engineering senior of Blackburg,
sports editor:
Also John Thomas, civil engineering junior of Nashville,
Tenn., business manager; Robert
Burns,
agricultural
economics
junior of Laurens, advertising
manager; R. G. Woodham, agricultural economics
junior of
Bishopville, associate advertising
manager; E H. Rhame, electrical engineering senior of Sumter,
circulation manager; Leon Tigler,
textile chemistry senior of Charleston, staiftf photographer; and
R W. Nicholson,
architecture
junior of Orangeburg, cartooonist.

Herron To Represent
Clemson Honor Frat
W Clyde Herron, Chemical
Engineering Sophomore of Anderson was named to represent the
local chaper of Phi Eta Sigma
Freshman honor society at a national convention to be held November 8, 9, in Iowa City, Iowa.
Edwin H. Rhyne, Arts and Sciences Sophomore of Clemson, was
named alternate.
Dr. D. C. Sheldon, who is faculty adviser, will accompany Herron to the meeting. The two will
leave Clemson on Nov. 5 and will
travel by train

Tupper To Head
Beta Sigma Chi

Murray Named Head
Sumter County Club

Bruce Thomas To Address Clemson
On Oriental Situation
Clemson YMCA Sends Students
Bruce
Thomas,
free-lance as to South America, Central Am< ' » ■ »

Speakers To Carolina
—*>■—

A deputation team of
five
Clemson students presented a
program at the
University of
South Carolina on the night of
October 20. The program was held
in the University YMCA building
at 7:00 as one of the
regular
Sunday Vesper Services.
Included on the
deputation
team were Henry Frierson, chairman; Ray Crowe, soloist;
and
Fogler Harrison, Walter Terrel,
and Edwin Rhyne, speakers.

Foreign Correspondent, will lecture on "Operation Crossroads"
and the Oriental Situation here
on Tuesday night, November 5,
as the second wpeakeu
in the
1946-47 Lecture Series, sponsored
by the Kress Endowment Fund,
R. A. McGinty, chairman, announced.
,
Born and educated in California, Thomas has acquired an enviable knowledge
of
peoples,
places, and events through extensive world travels. His trips
have included seventeen
voyages to Japan, China, and other
countries of the Orient, as well

erica, Mediterranean
countries,
and Alaska.
Mr. Thomas was the
onlj
American Platform personality to
be given full accreditation
to
"cover" the Bikini aitofm-bomb
tests at "Operation Crossroads."
Besides bringing
outstanding
personalities to the camus for the
students' cultural benefit,
The
Kress Endowment Fund supports
promising research for discovery,
invention, and design of members
of the teaching staff, plus the
publication of printed matter for
these projects.

Will L. Kinard

Will L. Kinard,
Vocational
Agriculture Education Senior of
Columbia, was elected President
of Clemson's Chapter of
Blue
Key, National Honorary Fraternity, at a meeting held on October 14.
Bob McKinnon, Engineering
Senior of St. George, was named
Vice-President,
Ralph
Collins
Senior, of Ninety Six will keep
the records of the club in order
and William S. Reasonover
of
Camden will be the Alumni Secretary.
At a banquet held on Oct. 16 at
the "Y" cabin on the Seneca River, all new members, both faculty and students, will be given
their formal initiation.
Bob McKinnon, editor of Blue
Key announced that the directory will go to press in November.

THURMOND AT
CLEMSON ON
Laurens County Club
NOVEMBER 3
< ■ — i m

Gubernatorial-nominee J. Strom
Thurmond, first Clemson alumnus
to be nominated for governor of
our state, will speak in the Y. M.
C. A. auditorium at 2 p. m. and
6 p. m., November 3.
Thurmond, graduate of
1923
with a B. S. degree in Horticulture. While at Clemson he was
on the cross-country track team,
and president of one of the college's most outsanding organizations, the Calhoun Literary Society. His experience and reputation since his graduation, as a
teacher, county superintendent of
education, state senator, circuit
judge, soldier, and gubernatorial
candidate ig well known by citizens of the state.
Aubley H. Ward, also a Clemson alumnus, who is
District
Agent of the State Agricultural
Extension Service, will speak at
the vesper services on November 24. Ward is the State Commander of the American Legion.
He was graauated in 1914 with
a B. S. degree in Agriculture.
Other scheduled speakers are:
Reverend Wannamaker Hardin,
pastor of the Clemson Methodist
Church, on October 20 at 2 p. m.
and 6 p. m.; H. B. Ingalls located in New York City, member of
National Y. M. C A. Staff, on
October 27 at 6 p. m.; Dr. Tom
S. Buie of Spartanburg, Regional
Director, Soil Conservation Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture, and a graduate of 1917,
will speak on November 10 at 2
p. m. and 6 p. m., and Dr. Dale
Moody, head of the Baptist Seminary in Louisville, Kentucky, on
November 17 at 2 p. m. and 6 p.

Minarets Review
News and Events

Is Now —♦—
Reorganized
Robert Burns of Laurens, Agricultural Economics, Junior, was
elected president of the newly ■
reorganized Laurens County Club
which met for the first time this
semester on Wednesday, October
16, 1946.
Other officers elected were:
Harold Pitts of Clinton, Electrical
Engineering Junior, Vice Presi-_
dent, Jack Armstrong of Laurens, Civil Engineering
Senior,
Secretary, and Robert Kilgo of
Laurens, Arts and Sciences, Junior, Treasurer.
A dance committee was appointed and tentative plans for a
Christmas dance were made. This
club promises to be one of the
most active on the campus and
urges all Laurens County students to attend the next meeting
of the group which will be held
in Room 16, YMCA, 7 P. M. Monday, October 21, 1946.
* i » ■ »

Students To Gather
For Evening Watch
—♦-—

Evening Watch
discussions,
which in the past have been an
important part in the lives of college men are being resumed. Under the able direction of Henry
T. (Tilly) Hayward, member of
the YMCA staff, tnese groups will
meet on company halls* each
Tuesday and Thursday evenings.
Usually these programs, which
ifeature the religious aspect of
college life, consist of a short devotional followed by talks either
by a member of the faculty or a
visitor to the campus.
These
speakers bring to the ' students
topics which the different groups
have expressed an interest in.
Average attendance at these short
meetings is approximately
20
students.
m ■ ■> i >

The Minarets, national Architectural Fraternity, held the first
meeting of the semester Wednesday, Ocotober 9th. Former members whp have returned to Clemson were re-united at the meeting, raising the present membership to twenty-four, the largest
in the Minaret's hisory.
Projects for the semester were
discussed at the meeting. Trips
to various points of interest in
South Carolna and neighboring
states are being planned.
The
Minarets have also planned to
visit some of the
outstanding
Architects in South Carolina, and
to invite many to Clemson to
judge problems.
The first copy of the "Minarets
Bulletin", a monthly publication
of the Minarets was distributed
this Past week.
Two members of
Minarets,
James Tupper, of Summerville,
and Charles Carter, Washington,
D. C, who are completing their
studies at Clemson, are conducting
classes in elementary drawing
and design in the Architecture
Department.
Present officers of the organization are President
William
Strasser, Louisville,
Kentucky:
Vice President,
James R- McCreary, Aiken, S. C; and Secretary and Treasurer Jack T.
Gray, Greenville, S. C.

LAST MINUTE REPORT
Welborn Cook of Atlanta, Georgia was elected president of the
Senior Class in Elections Friday.
Will L. Kinard was named vicepresident, a tie for secretarytreasurer between Walter Terrel
and Paul Autry, and for historian,
Ralph Collins.

Smith Elected Head
Ag. Economics Club
—•—

H. C. Smith was elected president of the newly formed Agricultural Economics majors,
on
Oct. 8, 1946.
Elected to the office of vice-'
president was D. A. Kennerly and
J. G. Hardee was named secretary-treasurer.
Two committees were appointed, the Constitutional and the
Program, with the following men
being named to serve. On the
Constitutional Committee: H. C.
Smith, Chairman;
B. J. Todd
and J. D Bozard, while W. D.
Crapps, Chairman and
L. T.
Judy were named on the Program
Committee.
The primary purpose of this
club is to study and solve the
current economic problems relaed to agriculture

FLASH
Twelve students and four
members of the faculty have
been elected to membership in
the Tiger Brotherhood, local
honorary service fraternity.
The new student members
are Jim Austell, Welborn Cook,
Jimmie Hawkins, Ernest MeIlwain, John Moorer, Joe Raley, Graham Reynolds, Minge
Reed, Frank Seddon, Bill
Strasser, Jim Sultis, and Walter Terrel.
The four faculty members
elected are Dr. G. H. AulL Dr.
Howard Hunter, Prof. Bratton
Williams, and Mr, Joe Sherman.
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DR. POOLE
WRITES
THAT—

NOT THAT
IT
MATTERS

By ROBERT CARPENTER
It becomes clearer each day
The last time I sat down to get
that the veterans at Clemson
The TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper; its claim a few facts together for The Tiger
realize that a sound education is
"The South's Most Interesting College Newspaper," is based on was as Oscar 'way back in '42-'43,
a prized possession. Among the
circulation, comment and general attitude of those who read the and so I'm very skeptical as to
that the "Holy Joes" of the Yi that Clemson's senior privates
veterans there seems to be that
whether
or
not
I
should
attempt
TIGER.
Cabinet passed around the smell- are really a bunch of sad sacks.
sort
of
pride
that
urges
men
to
to put any of my thoughts in
prepare to meet realistically the ing salts when "Compost" Cov- You would think they owned the
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office, Clemson, S. C,
the form of a column and expect
problems of the world and earn ington attended their meeting. He place. Especially "Nubb" Thomas
mate "Buggeyes".
$1.00 anybody to read them.
Subscription Rate
with effort and wisdom a live- looked as out of place as W. C. and his running
Oscar SayS'
Fields would at a temperance ralBut believe me I have paid for
lihood.
This
is
a
patriotic
and
Editor my sins. The day my veil was
that many of Oscars habitual
Edward L. B. Osborne
sound philosophy toward earning
:
Associate Editor prematurally raised by the editor
—Oscar Sayo
bad boys of pre-war days have
H. Graham Reynolds .—
the
precious
things
in
life
and
it
Associate Editor
that he (oscar) certainly is glad settled down to blissful married
(for Uncle Sam had finally colAlbert M. Henry
is no more than all good aspire to
the Tiger has a new editor. Now life. If he (Oscar) were only a
lected
more
on
me
than
I
on
him)
Managing
Editor
achieve.
Edwin H. Rhyne .
I was pooled no less than ten
._.._ Sports Editor
The morale among students and he (oscar) can write his own blackmail artist!!
Jim Austell
Oscar Says
times, punched in the eye twice,
News Editor
faculty at Clemson is excellent. column.
T. S. Fox
Oscar Says
that
the
joy
of the Taps staff
and
to
top
it
all
was
dipped
in
Feature
Editor
The faculty is interested in has-'
William Kennerty
that the girls in Greenville call has suddenly become scared to
the "zip" of my "beloved" junior
tening the graduation date iof
guns.
Publications Editor brigade staff non-coms in front
John O. Lewis ....
every veteran. The veteran obliges Bill Anderson "Steamboat Bill" death of shotOscar
Says
Associate News Editor of the Guard Room.
Alfred Robinson ._
by making his time count toward because his boilers don't t a K e
up.
Sports Writer
that the water-wagon had many
Upon reporting to Fort Bragg
Robert Bradley —
obtaining the necessary credits. It long to heat Oscar
Says
new riders after the Indian Sumis commendable that scholarship
.... Business Manager for induction, the C. O. surveyed
John Thomas
that "Father" Hawkins has now mer Ball including some of the
me and exclaimed, "What is this
is
held
above
extra-curricula
Advertising
Manager
Robert Burns
the campus.
functions, especially the results of retired and automatically becomes best names on
. Circulation Manager bundle of rags doing in front of
E. H. Rhame .
Oscar Says
*
a fallen angel. More power to
my desk! Sergeant, tell the comintercollegiate games.
his
potent
successor,
"Foggy"
Evthat
the
Porto
Rican
crowd
pany
that
salvage
is
collected
in
Staff
Photographer
High
standards
of
sportsmanLeon Tigler
really threw a big one at their
Cartoonist the supply room!"
ship are traditional at Clemson ans.
R. W. Nicholson
Oscar Says
usual hangout last weekend. MixS-o-o-o until I got up enough
and they do not change because
that Mr. Holtzy's L. D.'s cer- ed up in the drinks was Ella
Dan Pate, Andrew P. Calhoun, P. C. Cothran, E. E. Morris,
strength' to complain, I was tossof upsets in sport activities. The
dept. £
R. O. Watson, Jack Reese, T. H. Peake, J. P. Garrett, Howell
ed from one supply room to andesire to win is inherent, and tainly did not live up to their Fant of the Arch.
Oscar Says
Arthur, Tom Griffin
Reporters other, on two-and-a-half to anrightly so, in all men. This de- names on the Y expedition at
It
that he (oscar) wonders just
other, and one QM warehouse to
sire is a phenomenon, a sort of Camp Long last weekend.
Bill Strasser, Ken Keohler, Dan Kennerly,
another.
managed,
catalyst, that helps men to suc- seems that a great many of them how Rudy Anderson
Circulation Assistants
Frank Gorman
came back with colds.
to get six stripes.
He (oscar)
Three days later I was saved
eed.
In
this
highly
competiAssistant Advertising Mgr. by an intelligent Pfc. who took
——Oscar Says———
B. G. Woodham, Jr.
hears that Rudy used to ring the
tive world men cannot always
Assistant Photographer
A. L. Levite
that he (oscar) would like to church bells in his home town.
time to read the "talley-in" slip
win. The best ones will lose at
Oscar says
and recognized me as human cartimes but they will never become know why they call "Ozzie" WalFaculty Adviser
John D. Lane _
lace "Charlie Chan". It seems to
that Bub Coffey is certainly bego. He rushed me into the office
Circulation
Adviser
quitters.
That
combination
of
beBen E. Goodale
by a yard engine.
ing a good winner and a good oscar that a more fitting name ing switched Oscar
Cooperation News Bureau of his C. O. who, as luck would
Joe Sherman —
sayo
"lost lover".
have it, was an old Clemson man
loser is a desrabie trait meriting would be theOscar
Sayo
that
Wilbur
Greyard
reminds
renown for helping his alumni
constant schooling. One is in erthat Nina is the only living him of a used car sale. He prices
friends.
ror to permit the desire to win
"I'm saved at last," I thought
to blur displays of skill, courage, human to have extracted more himself about ten times more than
worth.
out loud. .
daring, and fortitude since these than a nickle at a time from "Mis- he is actually
1
Oscar Says——
A newly organized staff this week tackles the job of
"Or, no you're not, Oscar," he
are the qualities which bring wis- er" Wiggins.
Oscar Sayo
that his (oscar's) reporter brings
sarcasticly replied, "I remember
putting out theTiger for the remaining first semester.
dom and understanding.
that
the
atlletic association news that Lowman, Lytle, and
how
you
got
me
the
ole
W.
O.
Clemson
is
measured
finally
by
"We do not profess to be brilliant newspapermen. We
from my 'Zoo' gal, and now you'll
the qualities and achievements of ought to be able to hire Georgia's Shepherd are just one big happy
make no drastic promises as to our future accomplishments. pay!"
its graduates. The success of the Trippi with all the profit it makes family on the Battalion staff now.
Is it true, boys?
Our only aim is to please you, our readers.
Shop these days.
It is needless to say that my
graduates depends upon qualities off the Jew Oscar
Oscar Sayo
Our editorial policy will, of course, be for the betterment hands did not get red from the
of the faculty, educational perthat
Caeser'g
Head
really
ached
By
H.
G.
REYNOLDS
that
he
(oscar) wonders if
sunshine.
My
record
for
washing
sistency of the students, and a
of Clemson. The Tiger's primary interest will be in bringwholesome environment demon- after the house party "Pinnochio" "Horseeyes" McCullough is a sening to our readers news about Clemson Cadets, Veteran stu- dishes is still unchallenged at
Fort Bragg.
strating and promoting worthy Reynolds pitched there last week- ior private by choice or by sedents and activities at Clemson.
lection.
Clemson has definitely changed
A change of saaff has taken place down at the Tiger lvalues. At all times the achieve- end.
We invite criticism from our readers—both of the con- in the few years we were away,
ment
of
these
qualities
remains
structive and objective nature—for only by your passing on but now that I am back and scan office, and the new regime begins, with a spirit of great uppermost in our thinking and
the facts first-hand, conditions eagerness.
acting.
to us hbw we can please you, can we accomplish our task.
Generally, our future policy can be summed up by quoting aren't nearly so discouraging as
Many men are returning who did their last news-print
R. F. Poole, President
they appeared in articles and letThomas Jefferson: "For here we are not afraid to follow ters of three or four months ago. work in pre-war days. A great number of these men would
truth wherever it may lead, nor to tolerated any error so long
The most apparent change is have been at the' helm of this paper had there been a normal
the more civilized atmosphere
as reason is left free to combat it."
that is gradually surrounding pub- school year in nineteen forty three-forty four.
lic places downtown and on the
During the three crucial war seem to think that we should live
campus. Civilization has finally
Publish what the students want
found its way to the last frontier years, The Tiger was published in the present—and improve it—
continuation of the present financial trend of the CDA in South Carolina! Women (the under great difficulty. There was "and their song ain't so very far in the paper- That phrase is
constantly put before the editorlack of experience; there was from wrong."
can spell but one thing . . . bankruptcy. At the rate of $500 main deciding moral influence) lack of material, and great effort
ial staff and as stated before reare
more
in
abundance
on
the
AN INVENTORY
loss on every large dance (as was the deficit of the Indiangarding "gossip" columns—no gocampus than ever before, al- was needed to overcome these
Summer Ball), 'the meager reserve built up at smaller dances though they are here as wives of handicaps.
When checking over the publi- until good clean material is handBy Howell Arthur
will prove grossly insufficient.
cations of other colleges, we find ed in. There is no reason why
vet's who do not hesitate to inOUR HAT.S ARE OFF
that all educational institutions student demands can't be met,
Certainly, under the able leadership of John Brady, the form our illustrious P. O. wolves
Everyone admired, respected, have problems similar to ours. InA but it takes writers with ability
CDA staff is not to blame. The price is not too steep. The that wives are to be seen and not
gather those items worth print
surveyed
with
whistle
description.
and
appreciated the publication of many cases, their problems are to
student body is quite large enough to afford a popular name
ing and our resources as far as
And while we are on the sub- a school newspaper during the worse.
band. Then, wherein lies the trouble?
A certain University in this this problem is concerned are
ject of the "V. W.'s" (vets wives), war years. Many schools were
Perhaps the date of Indian-Summer was premature; per- did you go to the concert the forced to dissolve their collegiate state has had trouble getting the at a low level. We know what you
to read and the search is
press in preference to working students to speak to others on the want
haps a combination of shortcomings prevented a total success. other night?
on for people to undertake the
campus.
As
a
result,
they
have
deI
did;
not
so
much
because
of
under
such
great
pressure.
ClemBut whatever the cause, some solution is imperative.
wanting to hear Miss Swarthout's son is o»e of the few schools cided to have a "Howdy" week, task. It takes time for all good
The Tiger advocates that every student lend his full sup- voice as to see that little red hat which
Robert A. Hall, 2, Camden: 'I]let's pay it."
continued to "go to press" during which all students are re- things to come about.
Copied from "The Collegian," like name bands but I think their H C. Chambers, 2. Beaufort: "Pay
port to the CDA in its presentation, of Autumn Ball.
that appeared on all the pre con- in spite of the difficulty and our quested to speak to their comstudent publication of Grove City price is too much for the average more. The bigger the dances, the
cert circulars! I still contend hats are off to all responsible panions in higher learning.
Clemson student. I think with a more publicity Clemson gets, and
that the printer dropped a spot parties.
From down Louisiana way, we College, Pennsylvania.
smaller band and the resulting a bigger and better time can be
spot an editorial of interest: We
of red ink on the print and had
small fee, we would have larger had by all. You know, "You gotta
QUESTION OF SPIRIT
quote: "School spirit is an approuse his initiative to cover-up
HOLIDAYS
crowds."
Editorials have appeared in various newspapers through- to
be sharp!"
the mistake.
priate
subject
at
this
time
...
we
Great numbers of students beHarry Culp, 4, Lancaster: "Being Trey Todd, 1, Anderson: "I'd rathout the Carolinas and Georgia, condemning Clemson students
State Fair Holidays will beAs my friends (a few people lieve that school spirit has reach- favor any device that will proveteran of small subsistence, I er pay a LITTLE more and get a
for the "ungentlemanly conduct" at the Clemson-Georgia didn't know me as Oscar) and I ed its low ebb. This may, or may mote more student interest and gin at 1:00 P. M. on Wednes- aconsider
it more practical to have mediocre band."
approached
the
Field
House,
we
pride
in
this
school."
football game at Athens and at other •football games this
day, October 23, and will end a good small band rather than a T. H. Califf, 2, Charleston: "I'd
not be true.
noticed a large number of people
LETS BE FmST
at 10:00 P. M. on Sunday, Oc- large name band."
season.
rather pay a reasonable amount
Certainly there is no lack of
All schools are fighting the
gathered about the entrances.
Can the Tiger deny these accusations? NO! Can the Tiger Yes, you've probably guessed it. friendship and fellowship at same battle to restore good school tober 27, with classes being re- W. W. Berry, 2, Greenville: "I more and get a name band so we
sumed
on
Monday.
think I would rather pay a little can get back Clemson's name for
make excuses for Clemson students ? No!
The vet's wives were trying des- Clemson. There is definitely no spirit. Let's all make an early
ROTC cadets may sign off more and get a name band, be- having good dances."
We can, however, point out that at all these games, the perately to drag their less appre- lack of educational interest here. and earnest effort so that Clemnot earlier than 1:00 P. M. cause we used to have name Aubrey Moore, 4, Sandy Springs:
The key to any existing lag of
conditions were far from ideal. Ticket and seating arrange- ciative husbands into the audi- spirit lies in our organizations son can boast of good spirit By Wednesday, and sign on not bands, and I'm for getting Clem- "I like the large crowds that atbeing, "the fustest with the mosttorium,
while
the!
unfort/inate
ments were badly managed in Georgia, as acknowledged at males were putting up their last and publications.
later than 10:00 P. M. Sunday. son back to its old standards."
tend 'name band' dances. Howest."
Norman E. Waddell, 2, Aiken: "I ever, the 'name band's' swing
a meeting of veterans by Dr. Poole.
Many organizations which were
verbal and physical stand. When
don't like to pay three dollars for numbers are too fast for the maAt Wake Forest, many students were required to pay the dust finally cleared all but partially or totally discontinued
one dance. There are good small jority of the dancers to enjoy."
during
the
war
years
are
now
one
had
been
gracefully
or
otherthe regular admission price of $3.00, when they should have
bands."
G. J. Harris, 3, Madison: "I would
wise ushered in. Upon investiga- beginning to take on new life.
been admitted for the student price of $1.00.
Joe Dee, 3, Myrtle Beach: "I'd prefer to pay a little more and
Their
success
or
failure
will
detion we found that one wife,
The Tiger suggests that for the future football games after becoming confused in the pend mainly upon a stimulation
rather pay a lot less and get a have a big name dance band, because the music is more than
smaller band."
away from Clemson, the college authorities in charge of these shuffle, had grabbed one of my of sincere interest on the part of
B. E. Hudson, 2, Greenville: "Pay worth the additional price of ador other spectator sports make these things known: to the friends by mistake, and it was the individuals concerned. Optimore and have a big name band, mission."
opposing team officials that Clemson now has students who midway through the concert be- mism, alone, will not guarantee
success.
even if it means having fewer W. C. Lyles, 2, Harbin: "I don't
fore
she
released
her
half-nelson
are authorized to wear civilian clothing, and, in advance as
dances. Bigger bands mean larg- dance."
and discovered the error.
Jimmy Moore, 2, Charlotte, N. C:
SAME OLD SONG
was done last week for the Clemson-Carolina game, publish
er times."
As 'our party had bribed the
"I think the majority of the boys
information to the student body on the procedure the student head usher with two old chem
By
MONTY
CALD7F
E. W. Hammond, 2, Greenville: "I in the school would rather pay
According to reports which
must go through to secure tickets (STUDENT tickets) and istry exams, we were allowed to come from the Freshman class—
think it would be better to pay a little more and have a good
sit in choice seats near the front. many upper-classmen seem to flKWVWWWVWflftftJV
more and have the big dances. band."
the proper gates to be used.
a half-hour remaining before hang onto that drum which alClemson needs them."
More coordination between the officials and the students With
Henry N. Black, 2, Ruffin:
"I
starting time, we amused ourselvThe greatest non monetary problem that faces Clemson today
"to back that Big Team" would result in more participation, es with the sights at hand. On the ways beats that same old tune is the presence of the veteran on the campus. Prior to the coming O. W. Leavell, 3, Sumter: "I like wouldn't mind paying a little
of how fine Clemson was before
it the way it is now. We pay a
in spectator sports,and Clemson men upholding the oft-used spur of the moment the most in- the war. This routine went over of the veteran, life at Clemson was centered around a military sys- high admission price and get a more if we would g^t large, wellnamed bands, so as to have better
tem.
It
was
this
system
that
welded
the
student
body
into
that
genious
game
was
devised
by
one
term, "Country Gentlemen".
big when it was first instituted,
better band."
dances."
of the group—"hat poker".
nationaUy
know
Clemson
spirit.
Today,
however,
only
a
small
but it's no longer tops on the curNow, I'm sure most of you have rent hit parade. The "new boys" portion of the student body is engrossed by this system; the tar C. Rembert Skinner, 4, Mayes- S. G. Gilliam, 1 Abbeville: "I
occupied your time on a long
greater majority, the veterans, are yet having hardly anything in' the ville: "Pay a higher price and get would rather pay more and get
way of college life. Clemson, shorn of its military trappings and a better dance band. Good things big name bands if th$y can swing
motor trip with the game called
don't come very often at Clem-' out better than the small-time
From beneath the "bushel"—of gripes and criticism—the "cow-poker". This game is very long, slender plumes. The entire cadet life has very little to offer the veteran.
son, so we had better have some bands."
true Tiger spirit shines again. Though long hidden, and similar with the exception that color scheme was in pastel. At
The veteran situation is acute at almost every college and
thing good while we have the Jack Martin, 2, Atlanta, Ga.: "I
any
rate
we
were
consoled
with
women's
hats
are
used
in
place
university in the country; however the military colleges are in
frequently smothered, it now beams with pride on every hall
chance."
am in favor of paying a bit more
of cows (sometimes the differ- the fact that it had a practical
a predicament unparalled by the others. The non-military coland sidewalk on the campus.
Charlie Calvert Vaughan, 3, Jon- and getting a big name band that
ance is very minute). A hat of side. The top could be removed in
leges can take veterans into its normal way of life with little
esville: "I like the way it is now, is well known and can play both
The handshaking and welcomes had scarcely ceased when five to ten inches (either horiz- a crowd and the cylinder used as
difficulty. The social fraternities, the coeds, the traditions and
but I'm willing to pay more. I'm slow and fast music in good harthe friendly "Wha-ya-say" became the passing greeting of ontally or vertically) counts one as periscope.
mannerisms of the college student all appeal to him after the
mony."
with the crowd." .
point, one to five inches—two
After this shock we decided to
both familiar and unfamiliar faces.
boring and regimented life in the service.
Lewis B. Smith, Mullins: "Who Frank McClure, 1, Varnville: "I'm
Other institutions of higher learning of the state are ■points, ten to twenty inches—two await the start of the performance
How does the veteran fit into the Clemson way of life? The wants to hear a small band? Pay in favor of paying a little more
points, and if it is below the min- without further diversion.
The
faced with the problem of finding a means to encourage imum or above the maximum interim was of short duration. answer is very apparent. He doesn't. Outside of the military life more money and get a large one." and getting a big name band. The
greetings of fellow students. Student leaders at Clemson named above, your score is doubl- The moment for which we all there are no traditions for him to live by, no accepted manner of Richard D. Campbell, 2, Spartan- qulity of music would be better,
dress, no organization to acquaint him with Ms fellow veteran for
and more people would attend the
are not forced to waste their talents on discovering a formu- ed.
waited had now arrived. The dis- purposes of pleasure, fellowship, and recreation as do the social burg: "If more money is required dances."
in order to have a better band,
The
game
went
along
quietly,
la to encourage an exchange of greetings among students,
tinguished
star
of
opera,
concert,
fraternities and independents in the average college. There abeach contestant building up about
but may devote their time and efforts to the solutions of other the same number of points as his screen, and radio—Miss Gladys solutely no rules to regulate his way of life, and as a result chaos
problems in the betterment of student organizations.
respective subjects passed in re- Swarthout—appeared. Her beau- abounds.
view. There were all sorts of hats ty, graceful movement, and smile
The mess hall situation is only one example of this chaos. No
from the petite miniatures, to the
semblance of order prevails. The veterans enter the mess hall like
won
the
audience
before
she
pie plate and inverted salad bowl
a herd of cattle, gobble down their food, and rush out. To hear
Although it is not the policy of the editors to attempt class, right on up to the plume even uttered a sound. The skep- the announcements from the loudspeakers is virtually an impossitics still wondered, could this bility. The atmosphere that prevails there is certainly not that of
each week, by means of beautifully worded editorials, to tell accented cavalier type.
Suddenly our low man( the low
each student how he should think or behave, we believe that man had to work all of our math beautiful woman be the star? a college dining room.
Visitors passing through the campus have remarked that
this week there should be a slight exception. It has been problems for the next day) faint- They had all come primed for
judging by the apparel of the majority of the students Clemson
mentioned to us by many students and we feel it is of concern ed and our attention was immedi- the typical Donald Duck cartoon
has the appearance of a textile mill. At the recent Gladys
to all.
— aely focused on the latest crea- type opera singer, but their minds
Swarthout concert the attendance of many of the veteran stution
entering
the
door.
It concerns the simple matter of the students' actions at
were put at ease when she began
dents in their shirt sleeves without ties brought remarks of
This was certainly "a doublestinging criticism down upon the college. The remark which
football games and rallies. Probably everyone noticed last score" number. For lack of any- to sing.
summed up the situation was as follows, "Clemson does look
week at the VMI game that certain sections of the stands thing to call it, we appropriately
The concert was a tremendous
like a cow college now".
had glue on their shoes, lead in their pants, and nothing called it "ATOMIC"! (Some cer- success and Miss Swarthout reHere at Clemson many veterans live apart in their own little
noticeable in the way of a little spirit. It wasn't confined to tainly had to have their atoms ceived much sincere applause. I
worlds. In many cases they do not know the names of the men
WHAT DO YOU THINK?
one section at all, but did seem to increase in proportion to cracked in order to think it up.) wondered a bit about part of the who
room next door to them much less the names of those who live
Maybe I can give you an idea of
It has been proposed that .the
class ranks. The senior date section could easily have been its shape and magnitude. The base applause when I overheard a down the hall. There is no organization to bring them together.
above Tiger drawing replace the
classed as the dullest if not the deadest place in these parts, was of the class two design (the "vet" tell his wife on their way In the cadet corps, as stated before, the military system does the
usual head of the tiger on the
inverted salad bowl), topped by home—"I wonder how much job. In the non-military college the social fraternities and the dormiincluding the local mortuary.
-^
mast head on page one. What
tory
athletic
teams
serve
the
purpose.
Something
along
these
lines
a long twelve to fifteen inch cyl- longer she could have kept that
(Editors Note: The above editorial appeared in the October
do you think? Tell a member of
should
be
instituted
here
for
the
veterans.
Unless
some
sort
of
indrical portion. Around the base
12, edition of "The Technique", Georgia Tech newspaper. It
the Tiger staff.
of the hat were two large fluffy blouse up and continued to organization and regulation is adopted, it does not seem likely that
evidences the fact that all schools contend with similiar probthe situation will clarify itself in the least.
puffs from which projected two bow—"
lems.)
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Dear Jim:
May I borrow your column for a day?
It would be both naive and stupid for us at Clemson to make
believe we don't hear the talk going the rounds here and elsewhere.
I rather doubt the wisdom of your attempting to ignore it in your
column. As Sports Editor of The Tiger, it is probably your obligation to make observation on the situation as you hear it, see it, or
believe it to be. But will it suit you just as well to postpone your
say—so long enough for me to get in a few words?
I will soon desert the first person singular, but before that,
let's get the records straight. For those who, upon reading this, say
"Who is Joe Sherman and what are his qualifications?" Let's answer
now: He is a 1934 Clemson graduate who for the past 12 years has
headed the Clemson News Bureau. So far as he knows, his job is
not dependent upon anyone else's job. He is making no effort to
save a boat in order to save himself. He is merely going to ask
"WHAT DO CLEMSON PEOPLE WANT?" and follow it with a few
observations.
GET 'EM BIG CHIEF SCALP
The hue and cry, the veritable din in some quarters—including student quarters—for Coach Frank Howard's football
scalp can not go ignored. The war is over; good football players
are a dime a dozen; Clemson has a couple of dozen; Clemson
people who took it on the football chin during the war with
15 wins, 20 losses, and two ties wantj to win some football games;
in 1946 Clemson has lost three straight; Frank Howard is a
' lousy coach; the players don't like him; he doesn't give some of
the boys a fair chance; he ought to be fired.
Until it began to deal in personalities, the above paragraph
was true. It then turned false for the rest of the route, |wit it
did scrach the surface of many things being said.
HOW MANY REASONS?
Every Clemson man is invited to think long, seriously, and fairly
about two principal reasons why Clemson has always—and may
always—found it tough to have the calibre football Clemson men
want.
(1) Neither the New York Symphony Orchestra nor Cab Calloway nor Byron Nelson nor Fred Astaire get to the top without
sufficient organized practice. Listen, Clemson folks, and put this
down in the little black book to wrestle with every time the Tigers
don't have a banner football year: It can never be until the football
squad is able to get in sufficient organized practice as a group.
Are you confused? Well, think this over. Most schools have floodlights on their football fields to play games under. Clemson has six
floodlights on its practice field—to practice under. Most coaches get
their squads—AS A UNIT—on the practice field before four o'clock.
with maybe two or three exceptions. Clemson football players start
straggling on the field a few minutes after four and some are still
straggling on at 6:15. Why? Laboratory classes.
Now look, Sherman, don't give me that stuff. Don't tell me
football players at other colleges don't have laboratory classes.
Sure, they do, but somehow they have those laboratories during
hours which do not keep them from being on the practice field—
AS A COMPLETE GROUP—early enough to get in two hours of daylight practice AS A TEAM, as a Symphony, if you please. On
Monday 13 of Clemson's first two teams have classes until five
o'clock; on Tuesday it is 12; Wednesday 11; Thursday 15; and Friday 1. (Friday is the week's lightest practice day.) Eight members
of the first teams have classes until five o'clock four days a week.
If you, or you, or you were trying to build a football .team, a football
symphony, with a practice schedule that ragged, you'd live a hard
life, brother, and so does Frank Howard and so did his predecessors.
NUMBER TWO
(2) This is as easy to understand as the cost of living.
Listen,,Clemson folks, and put this in the little black book to
wrestle with every time Clemson does not have a banner football year: It can never be until Clemson stops scheduling its
ten dollar football team against fifty dollar opponents.
HISTORY LESSON
Clemson had its first good football team in 1900' when Coach
John Hesimann won six for six. In 1901 was so-so and in 1902 he
won six of seven. At the end of the 1903 season he left Clemson
for Georgia Tech. According to Hoke Sloan, local businessman who
got it from his Dad, when Coach Heismann left Clemson it was this
remark: "I like Clemson and it is not because Tach is offering me
a little more money that I am leaving. I am leaving because I can't
get the players on the field in time to practice." That was 43 years
ago.
Fourteen long years went by before Coach E. A. Donahue gave
Clemson pretty good teams (in wins and losses, competition unconsidered) with 17 wins, six losses, and two ties. . In 1920 Coach Donahue won four and lost five and the next year Clemson had a new
coach. Eight more years went by before Coach Josh Cody's four
year span showed 29 wins, 11 losses, and one tie. Coach Jess Neely
came ,to Clemson. Four years slipped away before he won six and
lost three in 1935. The next two seasons were even breaks. In
1938 and '39, under Caoch Neely, Clemson won 16, lost 2, tied one.
In 1933 and '34 there were many yelps for Big Chief Neely's football
scalp. Five years later there was much moaning and groaning when
Neely left Clemson for Rice.
If the picture looks Gloomy, let us point to a ray of light which
MAY develop into a football spotlight about once every four years.
That's not a joke, son.
RAW—VERY RAW—MATERIAL
You can figure it this way: Because Reason Two above is true,
Clemson gets relatively few finished football players. As a rule,
when Clemson bobs up with a real honest-to-goodness football team—
or star—it is because Clemson's coaches moulded that team or star
into something good through sheer coaching ability. Some folks say
Clemson's coaches are lousy. I say—if you will permit the first
person singular again—that Clemson's coaches are far, far above
average. Do you know enough about the inside of Clemson's really
good football of 1938-39-40-41 to know that a great majority of those
players were in their fourth year of college football and that many
of them were in their fifth year?
Let's take the 1939 Cotton Bowl team. Do you remember that
the backfield of Banks McFadden, Shad Bryant, Joe Payne and
Charlie Timmons were three seniors and a junior, Timmons? Do
you remember that first string linemen Carl Black, Walter Cox, and
Tom Moorer were fifth year men? That tackle Bill Hall was a
junior; and that tackle George Fritts and Joe Blalock were sophomores.
Don't be confused on that "fifth year" point: those boys played
with the freshman team, but as sophomores they were not good
enough for the varsity and, because eligibility rules permitted them
one year as freshmen and three years of varsity play in a five year
period, they were "bohunked" for a year and persuaded to return
that fifth year—even though some of them had diplomas in their
pockets—to play football. That is the way Coach Jess Neely gave
Clemson a Cotton Bowl team. Clemson coaches, past and present, who have given Clemson good football teams have taken football
material in its rawest form and developed it into good football symphonies—every once in a while.
Lets get back to 1946. There is good football material at Clemson today. Give it time to develop normally ("normally" means
under Clemson practice conditions), and Clemson will have another
good football team in, say, two or maybe three years.
Personalities, except historical ones (if Coaches Cody and Neely
will forgive that description) have until now been left out of this.
But listen: It's a small world nowadays and you can go to the four
corners of it and bring back whom you will without finding six fellows who want to win for Clemson as much as the six who make up
the Coaching staff today.
Frank Howard graduated from the University of Alabama in
^931 and has been at Clemson ever since. He probably knows—and
loves—Clemson as much as most of her graduates. Bob Jones, Covington McMillan, Walter Cox, Banks McFadden,- and Randy Hinson
are Clemson men. The Clemson pride we all have is working overtime in them every time Clemson wins or loses.
As the team passed through Central on its return from the third
straight loss of the year (to Wake Forest) a member of the party
remembered the Clemson coach of some years back who was returning with the team from a loss to Auburn. As the train pulled in it
could be seen that hundreds of cadets had come to the station to
meet the team. The coach, saying "I can't face the music", stood
back while the team got off. He went on to Greenville and came
back to Clemson by bus. Coach Howard heard the story and said:
"I don't like the music either, boys, but I'll tell you right now, I'm
going to be man enough to face it."
Sure the war's over. Wartime conditions no longer exist. We lost
games during the war with very little howling, didn't we? Well, we
wanta win some now. By the way, How's that new car running
these days: And when do you expect to move into your new house?
Did that new lard make the French fries taste better today, and
was the steak tender?
Space is running out. Let's go back to the beginning: WHAT
DOES CLEMSON WANT? Does Clemson want a winning football
team and to heck with laboratory classes? If Clemson does, be sure
to figure that one out for the Coaching Staff, whether it is a new
one or the same one. Does Clemson want to continue playing its
ten dollar football team and to heck what the other eight colleges
get for fifty dollars. If Clemson does, be sure to make a run on
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25,000 To
See Game

CUBS WHIP GA. TECH
Hitting hard and fast, Coach
Randy Hinson's Tiger "B" team
defeated a heavier Georgia Tech
junior varsity eleven, six to nothing last Saturday night in Albany
Georgia before a crowd of approximately 3,000 fans.

Membership In
IPTAY Defined

;

What is The Iptay? This has
long, been a question asked by
many Students as well as friends
of Clemson College. The work
they sponsor and the advantage
of the Iptay have also been insufficiently discussed.
Iptay stands for "I pay ten
($10) a year." This is the regular
fee required to obtain membership in the Clemson Order. The
purpose of this order is to provide annual financial support to
the Athletic Department at Clemson and to assist In every other
way possible to regain for Clemson the, high athletic standing
which rightfully belongs to her.
It is the duty of each Iptay to
work diligently on behalf of the
order to secure new member
Iptays. To be eligible for membership one must have matriculated at Clemson,
be employed
by the colelge, or be a friend of the
college, who can and will subscribe to the purpose of the order by taking the oath of secrecy
and paying initation and yearly
fees, when invited for membership. Two high ranking officers
look after the business of the order These are the Exalted Irass
who shall be Head Coach of Clemson College and the Exalted Bengal shall be appointed by the Exalted Iryass who shall serve at
the will and pleasure of the Ex-

Led by Ariel Warwick, with
his spectacular running, passing,
and kicking the Baby Bengals
kept the Tech team in the hole
all evening, and after Warwick's
56 yard quick kick in the first
quarter that pushed the Tech men
back to their 18 yard line it was
evident that the extra weight of
the opponent would ne no match
for the rambling Tigers.
Both teams played wide open
ball all through the game. Since
it is the primary job of the "B"
team to run opposing team play
against the varsity, they are familiar with most every system in
the' conference, and it was not
unusual to see the Clemson men
shift from a single wing to a
"T" formation or a double wing.
Clemson made fourteen first
downs to Tech's five and gained
a total of 160 yards rushing to
Tech's 45.
The starting lineups:
Clemson
Pos.
le
Carson
Rogers
' It
Senn
ie
Rowell
c
Cox
rg
rt
West
Deanhardt re
Simpson
qb
Warrick
lb
rh
Coursey
Brodie
fb

Deacons Down
Tigers 19-7

Ga, Tech
Schoening
Daisley
Graham
Brown
Kelly
Camp
Frey
Carver
Garett
McCardle
Kelly

Coach
"Peahead"
Walker's
Deamon Deacons of Wake Forest
handed Clemson's Tigers its third
defeat of the season at the
formerer's field on October the
twelfth by a score of 19-7.
The Deacons filled the air with
ovals, and got by the Tigers fast
charging line. "Red" Cochran and
the' Sacrinity boys, "Nick" and
"Bo," were Wake Forest's star
offensive players. "Schoolboy"
Gage made Clemson's lone score
on tweny-seven yard
touchdown sprint to "the land of milk
and honey." Frank Gillespie played his usual bang-up defensive
game at guard.

V£I£RAN.' WIN
BACK AND Lt,A
1NG GROUND'
GAINER POR
THE TI&§HS

m
x

alted Iryass.
All members receive subscription to The Tiger and a sticker for
their car which shows that they
are Iptay members. They also
get advance information on sale
of tickets for all games. After
each game every member is sent
a letter explaining why Clemson
won or lost he game.

COURTMEN TO REPORT
With football season more than
half way gone, and baseball out
of the way, basketball will be
the next sport on out athletic
program. According to Coach Bob
Jones, night practice will start
on October the twenty-eighth. So
far, only conference games have
been scheduled. Furman will be
added to the schedule at a later
date, as will some smaller schools.
Coach Jones has a nucleus
from last years teams to form
this years squad. Among returning players are "Chip" Clark, Eddis Freeman, Dewey Quinn,
Frank Gillespie, '"TweefL" Poe,
and Bell. New players expected to
turn out are Leonard Riddle, of
the 1943 team, Furman Riddle,
Gerald Leverman, "Hank" Walker, and "Rod" Brisindine.
The schedule with conference
teams is as follows:
Dec. 11
Erskine
Here
Jan. 7
P. C.
Here
Jan. 8 _ Wake Forest ._ Here
Jan. 11 _ N. O. State _ Here
Jan. 15 __ N. C. State _ There
Jan.'16 Wake Forest There

Turner Leaves
Football Squad
Coach Howard cut his oversized football squad further
last Tuesday when he eliminated AH-Southern tackle Bob
Turner from the squad.
Turner was asked to hand
in his uniform just prior to a
regularly scheduled noon day
skull: practice when Coach
Howard was showing picures
of the Wake Forest game to
the 230 pound Texan
and
other players.
football's bargain basement for
the Coaching staff whether it is
the same one or a new one.
Jim, this letter is not advocating anything. It is not a plea to
ease the football players through
college without requiring them to
take the laboratory classes necessary to their education. It is not
a motion that Clemson start a payroll for its football players. It
is not an attempt to reach a
drowning man with a life preserver.
In addition to asking WHAT
DO CLEMSON PEOPLE WANT?
permit us another: Just how important is winning football games
to Clemson? Is. the stress to be
put on winning football games at
the expense of giving our students—don't laugh, feller, by and
large the Clemson football players are students—the education
they came to Clemson to get? Is
the value of a Clemson diploma
to undergo inflation in order that
Clemson might win football games? Is Clemson to graduate fifteen or twenty "football seniors"
each year with a pseudo diploma
in their pockets? You Clemson
men out in the world, you Clemson student in the barracks:
LOOK THOSE QUESTIONS
STRAIGHT IN THE EYE AND
ANSWER THEM, FRANKLY.
There is a great deal more to
winning football in 1946 than
coaching and playing personnel.
May I conclude by crawling out
on this limb: CLEMSON WILL
HAVE NO MORE THAN THREE
GOOD FOOTBALL TEAMS IN
EACH DECADE AS LONG AS
TEAM PRACTICE MUST BE
HELD ^.FTER SIX O'CLOCK,
UNDER LIGHTS AND CLEMSON WILL NEVER HAVE
TEAMS CAPABLE OF WINNING FROM TEAMS WHICH
SPEND FIVE FOOTBALL DOLLARS TO CLEMSON'S ONE.
Thanks a lot for letting me borrow the column. Any time you
want to come down and write my
releases for a couple of weeks,
I'll be delighted to have you.
Sincerely,
JOE SHERMAN

On Thursday, Coach Frank
Howrad will take his Clemson
Tigers to Columbia to battle with
Rex Enright's South
Carolina
Gamecocks. The game is an annual classic of the South Carolina State Fair.
Clemson has dropped three in
a row after* winning their opener from P. C.
However, the
Tigers came out of their last fray
with Wake Forest in very high
sprits T.hey are now down to
rough work, and will be gunning
for the Gamecocks this year. The
two teams vied to a scoreless tie
last year.
The Carolina-Clemson game
dates back to 1896. Since then,
the two teams have met fortyfour times. The Tigers have come
out victorious thirty
occasions
while the Gamecocks have come
out on the long end an even dozen times. Twice have the gridion
rivals battled to a scoreless tie.
Carolina is fresh from its last
week triumph over Furman, but
dropped a close one to the highly
touted Crimson Tide of Alabama
the week before. A capacity crowd
of 25,000 will be on hand Thursday as the game has been a sellout for several months.
Before we pack up to start for
the Capitol City, there will be a
big pep meetng and everyone
should turn out to get his share of
Tiger spirit. All Clemson men
used to look forward to hearing
popular Major Fan? preach the
sermon of the "Gamecock Fry."
This year, however, Major Farr
isn't with us, and we will be without the sermon.
The Tigers and Gamecocks will
have their claws sharpened for
this tussle as it is of high importance in deciding the State
Champonship. The Gamecocks
hold a slight pre-game favor
over the Country Gentlemen, but
the Tigers are ready to try to
pick that Gamecock clean.

(Doubleheader
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Here

Citadel

Jan. 24

Boxing'

There
25
Carolina
Here
8 . .. Carolina
There
10 ..._ W. & L.
11 _ V. M. I. _ There
Davidson Here
14
20 . ___ Davidson There
28 .._ Citadel . ._ There

"Nothing but the Best"
Home-cooked food served three times daily

at the
Clemson Cafeteria

Mavis (Bull) Cagle of Clemson is shown above kicking the extra point in the Clemson-N. C. State
game that put Clemson ahead 7-0 im the first quarter. Clemson men identified in the picture are
"Chip" Clark (No. 62), and Turner (No. 22). State men are Phillips (No. 61) and Smith (No. 70).
(Note the ball in front of No. 61.)

in nin

GILLESPIE STAR GUARD
One of the most
noticable
features of the Clemson football
team this year has been the outstanding play of the
Clemson
line, both on defense and offense.
To share in this spotlight has
been Frank Gillespie, hard charging E. E. junior of Beckley, West
Virginia. He plays right guard
for Coach Walter Cox's unrnovable line. In all games that the
Tigers have played, Gillespie has
seen action in every quarter, and
in some instances,
played the
greater part of the game.
Frank has quite a bit of football action behind him;
eight
years to be exact. In all his engagements, he has yet to suffer
any serious injury. He started his
career by playing three years on
his high school team back
in
Beckley. From there, he entered
Blue Ridge Prep school in Hendersonville, North Carolina. Frank
benefited by getting in two years
of football experience there. Then
the war came, and the Tiger lineman had to leave football for
awhile. He spent thirty-three
months in the Signal Corps of the
Infantry, sixteen of which were
overseas. While overseas, Gillespie played on the Ninetieth Division football team, and it was
not until he made this team that
the army felt that he
should

DRESS UP FOR STATE FAIR
SEE

HOKE SLOAN

have a rating. Frank played a
year on the division team.
With two years of
Clemson
football under his belt, Frank is
looking forward to a couple more
years on the Tiger team. With
all this football behind him, he
is one of the most experienced
men we have. However, despite
his fast line play and hawk eye
ball watching, Frank plans to

drop football after leaving Clemson—unless he gets a good enough
offer.
Football isn't Frank's
only
sport. While playing
in high
school, prep school, and at Clemson, he has also participated in
baseball and basketball, and has
amassed a pile of blockletters of
which any athlete would
be
proud.
Frank is twenty-three
years old, and is still a free man.

Drop in

Bring your friends
Footballers! hit that paydirt!

For each touchdown scored a free t-bone will be
given.

For each touchdown scored against Carolina

and Furman a $5.50 meal ticket will be given.

By Direct Remote Lines
From The Playing Fields:

DIXIE GAS"THE POWER TO PASS"

Presents the entire Clemson College Football Schedule for 1946

THROUGH WAIM
Be sure to follow the Tigers!
Schedule
October 24-South Carolina at Columbia
November 2-VPI at Blacksburg
November 9-Tulane at New Orleans
November 16-Furman at Clemson
November 23-Auburn at Montgomery
All Clemson alumni and loyal friends of the Tigers are cordially invited to enjoy this great series of gridiron
classics, brought to you with the best wishes of

FOR

Slacks and Sweaters
'Watch those Tigers go Thursday'

ANDERSON PETROLEUM CO.
Frank R. Thompson, Pres. & Treas.
"Locally Owned, Nationally Known"

Anderson, S. C.
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Edens Chosen To
Head Dairy Club
Malcolm B. Edens,
Dairying
Senior of Pickens, was elected
president of the Dairying Club at
a recent meeting. J
William
Dantzler, Dairying Senior
of
Eutawville, was elected
vicepresident and Lawrence E. Stroud
Dairying- Junior of Chester, secretary.
Plans were made to have faculty and other guest speakers lecture on the subject of dairying
at many of the meetings
this
semester Edens stated that the
club will have several socials.

P. r. O To Present
Halloween Carnival
Rev. Francis E. Meade

Catholic Priest Is
Former Army Col.
Clemson's crowded conditions are evidenced by this picture taken of a group of the some 200
veterans compelled to live in the gymnasium. The normal enrollment for the college is 2200 but
in an effort to accomodate as many education hungry students as possible, the school has increased enrollment to more than 2900.

HALF OF STUDENT BODY HAVE TAPS
PIX MADE - PHOTOGRAPHER HERE
Other Senior Staff
Members Elected At
Meeting Last Week
—-*•—
Only fifty-five ■ percent of the
students have had their pictures
made for Taps, according to a
release by Business
Manager
Charlie Joye late Tuesday evening. As a result the photographer

will be here today, tomorrow and
Wednesday.
Joye and Editor Wiggins have
announced that no appointment
with the photographer will be
necessary on these three days and
have requested that all students
cooperate in having their pictures taken during this time.
In recent elections for the remainder of the Senior Taps Staff,
Joe Raley was chosen Art Editor;
D. S. Cathcart, Managing Editor; Jim Perry, Literary Editor;
Clyde Murchison, Sports Editor;

Picture Of Calhoun
Mansion Wins Award
A photo showing' the historic
John C. Calhoun
mansion has
taken top honors of the professional class in a contest sponsored by the State Research, Planning, and Development Board of
S- C.
The John C. Calhoun mansion
located here on the campus, a
scene familiar to all
Clemson
students, has won first prize for
Lewis D Moorehead of the Anderson Independent.

Profs. Work On PhD's
At Vanderbilt, Yale
—■*■—

Anderson Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
Anderson, S. C.

For the Clemson Cadet

Your Hit
PARADE
—ON—
• RCA VICTOR
• CAPITAL
• COLUMBIA
•DECCA

Associate Professors
A. B.
Alexander and F A. Burtner are
now on leave from the college
and are completing work
on
their PhD degrees.
Mr. Alexander is
completing
his work in history at Vanderbilt.
He will return to his duties here
next semester.
—-»■—Mr. Burtner will return next
Presentation of a piano conyear after receiving his Doctor's
cert by Professor Hugh H. Mcdegree in sociology at Yale
Garity, director of music, on Friday evening, October 18th, in the
Dan Kennerly, Feature Editor; college chapel, marked the first
and Ernest Holt, Photo Editor.
campus activity of the
newly
Editor Hamp Wiggins, Associ- established division of music at
ate Editor John Califf, Business Clemson. The program included
Manager Charlie Joye, and Ad- well known works of Beethoven,
vertising Manager Tom Coving- Chopin, Deberry, and Gershwin.
ton, who were appointed earlier
A two piano arrangement of
in the year, complete the Senior Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue"
Staff.
concluded the program.
Wiggins has announced that lam i » ■ »
ter a Junior Taps Staff will be
selected from the Juniors and Sophomores who are working on
Taps More volunteers are needed to work and, in his words,
—■»■—
"make this year's Taps the bigEarle E. Morris, Arts and
gest and best ever produced at
Sciences Sophomore of PickClemson."
ens was elected President of
the Sophomore YMCA Council
KJLROY—G-DLROY
at an organization meeting
When a Clemson man
says
on October 10.
"Kilroy is here!", listen closely
Also elected -virere Sam E.
because he may be saying "Gilroy
McGregor, Dairy Sophomore
is here." And Philip Gilroy, Soof Eastover, Vice-President,
phomore Pre-Medicine from Benand David H. Banks, Indusnettsville, is here! Gilroy is a
trial Physics of St. Matthews,
former member of
The Tiger
Secretary-Treasurer.
staff and is now a veteran.

Concert Presented
By Prof. McGarity

Officers Elected By
Sophomore Y Council

SCENE FROM INDIAN-SUMMER BALL

Vivacious Miss Gladys Swarthout
Sings to Enthusiastic Audience
Miss Gladys Swarthout, mezzosoprano and noted concert artist,
sang to an audiance of more than
3,000 in the Clemson College Field
House on the evening of October
10th.
> Chic
and
vivacious,
Miss
Swarthout, accompanied by Mr.
Carroll Hollister, pianist, sang a
repetoire of classic and contemporary music.
As a first performance, Miss
Swarthout sang settings
from
Robert and Elizabeth
Barrett
Browning's poems "Must a little
Weep, Love" by Robert,
and
"How do I Love Thee?" from
"Sonnets of the Portuguese," by
Elizabeth Barrett Browning. Her
impressive performance of the
latter was received so well by
the audience that she sang two
encores as a response to repeated curtain-calls. "La Habanera"
from the opera "Carmen" and
"Through the Years" by Vincent
Youmans were the songs selected.
Immediately following
intermission, Mr. Hollister gave
a
spirited and • enthusiastically received interpretation of .classicand contemporary compositions.
His piano rendition of "Toccata"
was played with a swing and beat
which seemed "modern." Audience reaction was so
effusive
that Mr. Hollister obliged with
tw0 encores, "Clare de Lune" and
"Golliwog Cakewalk."
Although the favorites of the
evening seemed to be the aria
from "Carmen," there were several first performances that were
heard with rapt attention. Outstanding were "Blue Madonna"
and "My Love is a Rider," both
folk-songs

Senior tfiV>m Charleston^ secretary; and Kolman Sutker, Agricultural Engineering Sophomore
from McCall, treasurer.
At its last meeting on October
16 the Brandeis Club, the reli-

Western
Auto
Associate
Store

Walter Durante
Walter Durante, foreign correspondent and Kress Foundation Fund speaker, is
shown speaking on "How Can
We Get Along With IjRussia?," to a full audience in
the College Chapel on October 3.

gious and social club for Clemson's Jewish students, was visited by Rev. George E. Ackerman
from Walhalla. Rev. Ackerman
held services and spoke on "The
Movement and Its Motto."

HERE'S

WHERE

>(0VJ SAME

All-Electric
Self-Contamed

PHONOGRAPH
AA * Require* KO Radio To Plat) TkrduqU.'
■ III * Pl<"<i A"*< iize Recor(is'
I
'"¥ ( Two Tube* — Including Rec+i-fier/
• Evcellew-r Tone, Volume/ «4«s

Tigler, Levite, New
Brandeis Club Heads
Leon Tigler, Textile Engineering Senior from Charleston, and
Albert I. Levite, Pre Medicine
Senior from Miami Beach, Fla.,
were elected president and vicepresident, respectively, of
the
Brandeis Club on October 9.
Other officers included Wilfred E. Lipman, Arts and Sciences

Western Auto
SENECA, S. C.

T. D. ARNOLD, Mgr.

Back to Clemson With

CAROLINA STAGES,
ECONOMICAL-QUICK

Just Receivedl

RECORDS
Portable
PHONOGRAPHS

SHAEFFER'S

AND

RECORD CASES
Photo Supplies and Equipment
We take this opportunity to wish each and everyone of you much success, and also extend a very
cordial invitation to all to visit our new, modern
store.

PHOTO FINISHING
ONE DAY SERVICE

JOHN B. LEE
PHOTOGRAPHY and RECORDS
120 E. Benson

Reverend Francis E. Meade was
recently released from the Army
Air Forces as a Lieutenant Colonel, Chaplain's Corps, U S.
Army. Father Meade is now Pastor of St. Andrews Parish, composed of Oconee and
Pickens
Counties,
In addition to his many duties
as Pastor of St. Andrew's Parish,
Father Meade, is also Chaplain
of the Clemson Chapter of Newman Club, a national organization
of Catholic Students.
Father Meade has had a varied
life. In the first world war he
served as a member of the Artillery branch in the Army, subsequently studying for the Priesthood at
Catholic
University,
Washington, D. C, where he was
graduated in 1931.
Continuing
his studies in Washington,
he
was ordained a priest in June,
1935. His first post was in Minneapolis, Minnesota, for three
years, then, a transfer
to Los
Angeles, California until 1941.
The Chaplain's Corps of the
Army commissioned Father Meade
in the Reserve Corps in 1939, then
called him to active duty in January of 1941. He was immediately sent to Panama as chaplain of
an Anti-Aircraft Command, then
transferred to Headquarters, Antilles Air Task Force as Staff
Chaplain in October 1942 He re>
turned to the States in August of
1943 for service on air fields in
the United States until his recent
release.

On October 30, the Parent-Teachers' Organization of the Calhoun-Clemson School is presenting their annual Halloween Carnival at the High School from
6:30 to 9:00 p. m.
Numerous
amusements, including Bingo, fortune telling, a Jitterbug contest,
a cake walk, and an auction, will
be offered.
The carnival is presented to
raise money for projects of the P
T. O. This year the projects include paying a school music teacher, obtaining books for
the
school library; and purchasing
a curtain for movies in the auditorium.

Anderson, S. C.

Phone 1063

FOUNTAIN PENS
PEN SETS - DESK SETS
AUTOMATIC PENCILS
#

@

The L 0. Martin
Drug Company
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner
"The Official College Book and Supply Store"

TRAVEL IN SAFE COMFORT
FROM CLEMSON TO

Clemson _ ".
Anderson
Anderson
Abbeville
Greenwood
Greenwood
Newberry
Greenwood
Saluda _
Columbia

^~ -

^ Anderson
I Abbeville
I Greenwood
Newberry
Saluda
Columbia

" AM AM PM|PM
_ LV 740 1100 358|-715
AR 815 1135 4451 750
LV 850 1200 450 815
1000 120 545! 910
AR1030 150 615 940
630
LV1035
745
AR1145
945
LV1030 150
1030
_ LV1120 250
AR1240 420 j 850 1155

REMEMBER
TRAVELING TIME IS PRECIOUS TIME

"j Anderson
Laurens
Clinton
I Union
[Chester
Great Falls
Lancaster
Rock Hill

FROM CLEMSON TO

\nderson
Laurens
Laurens
Clinton
Union
Union
Chester
Richburg Jet.
Richburg Jet.
Lancaster
Richburg Jet
Great Falls
Richburg Jet.
Rock Hill

:

PM
AM AM PM
615
LV 715 1105 1250
.755
AR 855 1250
755
LV 855 100
810
910 115
AR1010 210
910
910
LV1010 215
1108 310
1000
LV1130 330
1020
AR1130 420
AR1159 500 655 j 825
LV 213 420 625 1000
AR 300 520 65011045
LV1130 330 530 730 1020
AR1200 355 600 820 1050

Light face type denotes AM Time; Bold Face PM

CALL 3481 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON FARES AND SCHEDULES
PURCHASE OUR COMMUTER BOOK 33% OFF OF REGULAR RIDERS

CAROLINA STAGES,
is owned and operated by an old Clemson man Hamish Turner, Class of 1929.

Your interests are his.

J

